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Introduction. In the recent paper [4], Hormander has clarified Egorov's
work [3] on sub-elliptic operators, by improving several points. The purpose
of the present paper is to show that the method in [4] is applicable to certain
pseudodifferential operators with multiple characteristics of odd order. Rubinstein
[13], Wenston [15], [16], Popivanov [12], Menikoff [6] and Popivanov-Popov [17]
independently treated some class of differential (or pseudodifferential) operators
with double (or multiple, see [17]) characteristics satisfying the conditions similar
to those given by Nirenberg-Treves [10] for operators of principal type.
It should be noted that, roughly speaking, operators considered in those
papers can be reduced micro-locally to ΏXχ\ix*DX2 (k integer), which was studied
by Mizohata [8]. On the other hand, the operator considered in the present
paper can not be reduced only to Mizohata type everywhere in the sense of micro-
local. At some point it will be reduced even to Egorov type DX}-\-i(x{DX2-\-
tf^tf/lDJ), where \DX\ denotes the square root of Dx-\-Dx22-\-Dx2z and s, a, b
are integers.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we state the assumptions
and result. In Section 2 we reduce the proof of main theorem to "sub-elliptic
estimate*' for a localized operator whose symbol has a parameter 0 < X ^ l (see
(2.37) and (3.4)). To prove this estimate, in Section 3 we show that we can use the
same method as in [4]. The most part of Section 3 is devoted to show that the
symbol of the localized operator satisfies inequalities similar to those in [4, Sec-
tion 4]. In final section we prove the non-hypoellipticity of some operator in
order to show the importance of the notion of modified-null-bicharacteristic
curve, which is introduced in Section 1.
1. Assumptions and result
We say that p(x, ξ)<=έB°°(Rn
x
xRl) belongs to Sm when p(x, ξ) is positively
homogeneous of degree m in \ξ\ 2^1/2. (Clearly Sm is the subset of Sm=SZo
We refer the definition of S™0 to Kumano-go [5, p. 50].) For a conic set Ud
Rn
x
χR\ and q(x, ξ)&C°°(U) with positive homogeneous of degree m in \ξ\ ^1/2
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we write q(x,
Let p
λ
{xy ξ) belong to S1 and be real principal type, that is, be real valued
and satisfy
(1.1) <^A(*,f)Φ0 on Γ =
Let / be an odd integer ^ 3 and let a(x, ^ e S 7 " 1 be complex valued and satisfy
(1.2) Re<zΦθ o n Γ
and moreover
(1.3) HPiRea = 0 on Γ,
where HPi denotes the Hamilton vector field of pv
Then under certain conditions among pl9 Re a and Im a we shall discuss
the hypoellipticity for a pseudodifferential operator L of order / which has the form
(1.4) L = P(x, D
x
)+A(x, D
x
) in R'
x
,
σ{F) = (p
ι
(x,ξ))1,
Here σ(P) denotes the symbol of pseudodifferential operator P(x, D
x
).
First we assume that
(1.5) for any (xOy ξo)^T there exist a conic neighborhood
U of (x0) ξ0) and qo(x, ξ)^S°(U) such that
(1.6) Hφ=\ in U
and for j=l, •••, 1—2
(1.7) Hi
o
a = 0 on ΓΠU.
To state the second condition corresponding to (A) in Egorov [3], or (Ψ) in
Nirenberg-Treves [10], we define the modified-null-bicharacteristic curve of pi
through (#0, ξ0) G Γ by the curve
(1.8) [-
where (x(ΐ)y ξ(t)) is the solution to
(1.9) dx/dt = dt(ρ1+ly/JΪε~a)
dξ/dt = -d fa+'VWϊ), (40), f(0)) = (x0, f0),
and ι\/Rt a denotes a unique real / power root of Re a. It follows from (1.3)
that if (Λ?0, £o)<ΞΓ, then (x(t), f ( ί ))GΓ. The right hand side of (1.9) are not
homogeneous in ξ, so that the behavior of modified-null-bicharacteristic curve is
not so. But we can define it on [— Γ, T] for some T>0 uniformly if (x0, ξo)^Γ
varies in a compact conic set (\ξ
o
\ >1), because rf/λ/Re a and \ξ\ ~1d
x
ι\/Re a
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are 0(\ξ\ ~uι). Second condition is that
for any (xOy ξ0) e Γ with | ξ01 sufficiently large,
(1.10)
if Im a(x(t0), ξ(to))>O for some to<EΞ[-T, T],
then Im a(x(t), ξ(t))^O for all f e(*0, T],
where (x(i)> ξ(t)) is the modified-null-bicharacteristic
curve of pi through (x
o
> ξ0).
For a multi-index I=(i
λ
> •••, 4) whose components ι; are 1 or 2, we use the
following notations: | / | =Λ, δ(/)="the number of7 such that ij=2"y $= {/; £>(/)
^ / - l } ,
 A A(i)=(/-l) |/ |/(Z-6(/)). For a μ > 0 we put gμ={Ieg; μ(I)£μ}.
Set £)0= {^(Z); / e ^ } . Then we can write Qo= {μj;j=ί,2y •••} with an appro-
priate increasing sequence of rational numbers. For any (x, ξ) e Γ, μ(x, ξ) denotes
the rational μj^Q0 such that^7(^, ξ)4= 0 for some / e ^ μ y and/)7(ΛJ, ?)=0 for any
I^SVJ-S where
(1.11) />/(*, f) = ^ ^ 2 - Hik_2pik(xy ξ),
H1=Hp , H2=Hpz and >^2(x> ^ )=Iπi β(x, f). The third condition corresponding
to (B) in Egorov [3] is that
ίfor all (x, £ ) ^ Γ there exists some μ^Q0 such
i
In what follows we denote the norm in Sobolev space Hs by || | |
s
. We
write IHIHI llo
Theorem 1.1. Let (1.1)-(1.3) hold and let L(x,D
x
) in (1.4) satisfy (1.5)-
(1.7), (1.10) and (1.12). Then for any compact set K of R" there exists a constant
C
κ
 such that
(1.13) INIi-
where <τ(P') = (Pl(x, ξ))ι~\ σ = (1-1)11μ, σ' = σ+l/l.
REMARK 1. It follows from (1.13) that P is hypoelliptic. See Oleinik-
Radkevich [11] and Morimoto [9, Theorem 2.2]. Theorem 2.2 of [9] is stated
only for differential operators but its proof is also applicable to pseudo-differ-
ential operators.
REMARK 2. In differential operators we have the following example:
in
All conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. Specially, the condition (1.10) is
satisfied at (0, ξ0) with ^^(0,0 , ξ03) as follows; the sign of Im a changes from —
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to + along the modified-null-bicharacteristic curve of p
x
 through (0, ξ0). At
the point (0, ξ0) this example must be reduced to Egorov type. Note that
Egorov's operator of principal type is not the differential operator but the
pseudodifferential operator. (See the introduction of [3].) For this example
we have σ=l/25.
REMARK 3. The condition (1.10) is delicated and necesasry in general for the
hypoellipticity of P. Indeed, the operator with replaced Re a=ξ\-\-ζ\ m t r i e
above example by (ξ2— ξ3)4+ξt satisfies all conditions except (1.10), which is
violated at (0, ξ0) with ξo=(O> 0, ξ03) and ξQ3>0. Furthermore, we have
Proposition 1.2. Differential operator L
(1.14) L = D
x
l+(DX2-DX4Y+Dxl
+i(xlx2(Dxl+Dx^+xlDxl(Dxl+Dx^) in R*9
is not hypoelliptic at the origin.
2. Reduction to localized operator
Let h(x)^Co(Rn
x
) be 1 for | # | < l / 2 and vanish for | * | > 1 . Set A
β
(*)=
h(xlε) for a small £>0. For a f(x,ξ)eSm and <γ=(xOy~ξo)<=RnXS""1 we introduce
a pseudodifferential operator Fy
ζλ
 with a parameter 0 < λ ^ l and a small £ > 0
as follows:
(2.1) Fi.*Λy,D,)υ
dη = (2π)~ndη ,
where ύ denotes the Fourier transform of v. Obviously, for a fixed £>0,
{\2mσ(Fytt λ) (y, 97); 0 < λ ^ l } is a bounded set of S%t0. Furthermore we obtain
for a sufficiently small £>0
(2.2) (Fy^v) (X-\x-x0))
= e-*-
1
*'Ut(x-xo)f{x, Dx)h2(X*Dx~ξ0)u(x),
where ύ{ξ) = λ^(λ(^-λ ' 2 1 0 )) exp (^(X"2 ? 0-f)) •
Lemma 2.1. For airy compact set KdRn there exists a constant C
κ
 such
that (1.13) holds if and only if for any 7=(#0> ζo)^RnxSn~1 one can find positives
£t==£lVy(/ = l,2,3, £i<£2<£3) w^rf ^ constant Cy so that for any 0 < λ ^ l the
following estimate holds;
(2.3) λ - 2 " - 2 ^ ! ! ^ βll+λ-^IIP',..^ v\\
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where Hzλ,Py 2λ,P\ 2λ and Ayΐλ are defined by (2.1) with f replaced by ^,pιl,pιl~ι
and a, respectively.
Proof. In view of (2.2) it is not difficult to see the necessity of (2.3). We
only show the sufficiency. The proof is the same way as in [4, p. 143], except
the appearance of the second term in left hand side of (1.13) or (2.3). Note
that for any ζ
o
( | ?0 | =1) and any small £ > 0 and any real s
(2.4) C
holds for some C=CS2 since C "
1
^ | l
o
+ f | S ^ C on supp h
ζ
(ξ). Substituting
ύ(
v
)=h,0(\v)ύ(\-1η+\-%) exp (^o(λ"^+λ"2?o)) for u&Cΐ(K) and some S0>S3
into (2.3), we obtain by means of (2.2) and (2.4)
+ \\h1(x-x0)P\xyDx)\Dx\%(χ2Dx-ξ0)u\\
^C(\\h2(x-x0) (P(x, Dx)+A(x, Dx))h2(χ*Dx-ξ0)u\\
+ \\h3(x-x0)P'(x, Dx)h3(X2Dx-l)u\\
where h~hZj. Here we used the fact that, for a fixed £>0, {X~2[hs(\y)yht(\Dy)]
0 < λ ^ l } is a bounded set of of 5^0. Since [P, h2(\2Dx—ζ0)] can be estimated
by the second term of the left hand side, the proof is completed from the follow-
ing proposition and usual finite covering argument over Kx S"'1.
Proposition 2.2. Let h(ξ)(=Co(Rn) be 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and let ξ0
belong to S""1. Then one can find some ψj(ξ)^S° (7= 1,2) such that
(2.5) Ψj(%
o
)Φθ, supp ψjCZsome conic neighborhood of ζ0 and for any N we have
for some constant C > 0
Proof. Put r= \ ζ |, fl=f/1 ξ | . Then
= [dθ[1d\["h{\'rθ-ξ
o
γ\ύ(rβ)\2IX dr.
J Jo Jo
It is easy to see that supp h(\2rθ—ζ0) is evaluated from above and below by
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"-
1
 and
for some ψj^S0 satisfying (2.5) and some C y > 0 (y=l,2). Therefore the in-
tegral is bounded by constant times
where we used (r/C)1/2<l/λ<(CV)1/2 and C=Cj. This gives the desired
estimate.
REMARK. The content of this proposition is briefly stated in [4, p. 143].
Since (2.3) is valid for 7 $ Γ , in view of Lemma 2.1 we now fix a γ G Γ .
Let a functionf
λ
(y, -η)^<B°°(RttyχRη) with a parameter 0 < X ^ l satisfy
(2.6) \d"ydξMy,v)\^C
aβ
X>«+v
for any or,/3, where C
aβ
 is a constant independent of λ. Define a pseudodifferential
operator F
λ
(y,Dy) by
(2.7) F
λ
 v =
If/
λ
(y, 17) equals /(λ y, XT?) for some f(xy ξ)^B°°{RnxxRn^ then we say that the
operator F
λ
(y, Dy) has an original symbol/(#, ξ). Under this notation, (2.3) for
a fixed γ becomes
(2.8)
where the original symbols of H2 λ, P ε λ, P\ λ and ^4ε λ are /?,,(#, ?)=Aε(jc
K{P\,i)\ AfίPi.Y)'"1 and A
ε
tf
r
 respectively. Here />1>Y(Λ:,?)=pi(Λ?+Λr0> £+?<>)> «v(^,
Lemma 2.3. 7/" (2.8) is valid and X is a C°° canonical transformation keeping
0 fixed which is defined near 0, then (2.8) remains valid with some other Sj and C if
P
ελ
, Azλ and P\λ are replaced by Peλ, AStλ and Peλ> respectively, whose original
symbols are hz(plΊoX)1, hz(ay°X) and A,(f itγ°X)/"1, respectively.
As pointed out in [4, the proof of Lemma 3.2] it suffices to prove the lemma
when X has a generating function S(x,ξ)> that is, %; (x,d
x
S(x, ξ))^~^(dξS(xyξ)>ξ).
The proof is based on several propositions on Fourier integral operators with
phase function S
λ
(y,
 v
)=x~2S(Xy, Xη).
DEFINITION 2.4. For any f
λ
(y, η)(ΞB°° with (2.6) and for any S(x9
(R"χRξ) satisfying
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(2.9) det dfrS{0,0)Φ0, (d
x
S(0,0),dtS(0,0)) = (0,0)
we define the Fourier integral operator FSχ(y, Dy) with a parameter 0 < λ ^ l by
(2.10) FSλv = \eis^kλ(y, η)fλ(y9
where S
λ
(y, -η)=X~2S(\y, \η) and k
λ
(y,
 v
)=k(\y, \η). Here we assume that
k(x, ξ)^Co is 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and det d
x
d$S(x, £)φθ on supp k. We
define the conjugate Fourier integral operator F%
x
 with a parameter 0 < λ ^ l by
<»-w*>\(y,
 v
)f
λ
(yy v)v(y)dy dv,
We call/
λ
(y, η) the symbol of FSλ(y, Dy) (F^λ(yy Dy))9 and morover if/λ(y, 97)=
/(λ^, Xη) for some /^ iS 0 0 , then we call /(#, ^) the original symbol of FSλ(F%λ).
We write FSλ=Is,, FiSλ=/fλ i f / = l .
Put
(2.12) <?
e
S(«, I, f) = ΫdfSix, ξ+θ(ξ-ξ))dθ
JO
d
x
S(X,x, ξ) = frf,S(*+0(*-*), ? ) ^
Jo
Put %=dt:S(x91,1) and ξ=cΐxS(X, x} ξ). Then the inverses
(2.13) x - φ(*; f, ξ) and f - ψ(f *, x)
exist, respectively, in a neighborhood of 0 on account of (2.9) if supp k is suf-
ficiently small.
Proposition 2.5. If supp k in (2.10) and (2.11) is sufficiently small, then
ISχI*κ and I*κISχ are pseudodifferential operators whose symbols are
(2.14) \e-Γ"r
λ
{y, v+V,
and
(2.15)
respectively, where r
λ
(y, ή, y) and rf(η, y, η) are given by
(2.16) (k(x, ξ)k{%, I) I det ^dfrS(X+e{x-X), ξ)dθ | -1)
 ς = ψ ( ? ; ^ χ)
and
(2.17) (k(x, ξ)k{x, I) I det ^dβφ{x, ξ+θ(ξ-ξ)dθ | -1) ^
respectively. Here (x, %, ξ, f ) = λ ( j , j>, η, η).
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Proof is directly calculated by means of the change of variable ξ=d
x
S(%, x, ξ)
and %=dξS(xy§,ξ) respectively.
Corollary 2.6. The operators FSλ and F%λfor anyfλ with (2.6) are L2-bounded
uniformly with respect to 0 < λ ^ l . If £ is small enough, then /Sλ/fλ and I fλ/5λ
are elliptic on supp hz(\y, Xη), that is, the estimates
(2.18) llff.
(2.19) \\H2tM\^C2{\\njSλv\\+\2\\v\\),
hold for some constants C1 and C2.
Proof. The symbols of F%
λ
FSλ and FSλF%λ are given by the versions of
(2.14) and (2.15), respectively, which belong to a bounded set of *So,o uniformly
on account of (2.6). The boundedness of F^
λ
FSλ and FSλF^λ show the first
statement. Note that for any p(x, ξ, %,
(2.20) O
s
-\[e-i7*p(x, I x, ξ)dxdξ = Σ p
a
(x, 0, 0, ξ)/a\+N Σ Γίl-^)^" 1
JJ |<*KiV lβl=ivJθ
iΓξPβ(x> θ%> *> ξ)dXdξdθ/βl
holds for any positive integer N, where pa(x,ξ,x,ξ)=dξD"p(x,ξ,xyξ). Here
O
s
— 11 denotes the oscillatory integral (see [5, p. 42]). Applicatinos of (2.20) to
(2.14) and (2.15) yield (2.18) and (2.19), respectively.
Proposition 2.7. Let F
λ
(y,Dy) be the pseudodifferential operator with original
symbol f(x,ξ)^j£°°. Let GSλ and GSλ be Fourier integral operators whose original
symbols are f(χ, d
x
S(xy ξ)) and f(dξS(x, ξ), ξ), respectively. Then \-2(FλISλ-GSλ)
and X~2(ISλFλ—GSλ) are L2-bounded operators uniformly with respect to
Proof. It is easy to check that the equations
and
for
(2.21) r
λ
{y, v) = O- j j β " ' ^ * , ξ+d
x
S(x, x.+X, ξ)k(x+X, ξ)dydij
and
(2.22) f
λ
(y,
 V) = O- j J e - ' ^ ϊ + ^ S ί * , ξ+l ξ), ξ)k{x, ~
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respectively, where (^,^,?, |)=λ(^,^,^,^). Applications of (2.20) to (2.21) and
(2.22) complete the proof.
Corollary 2.8. For f(x, ξ) e C% with support contained a sufficiently small
neighborhood o/0, set f(x,ξ)=(f°X) (#>?)> where X is defined by
(x,d
x
S(x,ξ))->(dsS(x9ξ),ξ).
Then X~2(F
λ
ISκ—ISλFλ) is L2-bounded uniformly for 0 < λ ί £ l . Furthermore, if
f{x,ξ)={ρ
x
{x,ξ))'ht{x,ξ) then for f=(ρ1%)oX, the estimate
(2.23) \\(FJSλ-ISλFλ)v^C{X2\\F>Isλv\\+V\\IsΛ'v\\), *>e<S,
holds for some constant C, where the original symbols of F
λ
' and F
λ
' are
and ((piy-%')oX for some £ '>£.
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 2.7. The second part is
obtained by checking the second terms of the expansions of (2.21) and (2.22).
REMARK. It is clear that λ" 2 (/ |
λ
F
λ
—F
λ
/f
λ
) is L2-bounded operator uni-
formly for 0 < λ ^ l . Indeed, this follows from | | F
λ
/ 5
λ
- / S λ F λ | | = | | / f λ FJ-Fί/f λ | |
and the fact that \~2(F
λ
-Ff) and \-2(F
λ
-Ff) are L2-bounded.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Taking ISλv as v in (2.8) and noting Corollary 2.8,
we obtain (2.8) for operators transformed, by using the fact that for any small
S>0 the eatimate
holds for some 0 < £ ' < £ < £ " and some constant C, which follows from (2.19).
Now we take a canonical transformation X such that pityoX=ξι and qoyoX
=x
λ) where qoy is defined from q0 given in (1.5) by the same way as in piy. Dar-
boux theorem (see [7, Proposition 3.1)] shows that (1.6) guarantees the existence
of such a X. Application of Lemma 2.3 gives
Lemma 2.9. The estimate (2.8) is valid if for some £ and £' (£ '>£>0) the
estimate
(2.24) λ- 2
if V^LS vanishes for | j i | > £ ,
holds for some C, where the symbol of Λ
s λ
{y, Dy/) is d(yly \y\ \ηf)hζ(\y\ λ?/).
Hereά(x,ξ')=(ayoX)(Xi0yξ').
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Proof. Condition (1.7) leads us to the
(2.25) ayoX(χ, ξ) = ayoX(χ, 0, £')+*(*, ξ)ξi'1
for some b near origin since i/
ί 0 is transformed to 9^. Therefore, substituting
ht(yl9 \2Dyi)hj,(\y', \Dy,)v (£<£"<£') for v of (2.24) with replaced a by ayo%
(x,ξ) and changing variable (yι,ηi) into (\yly λ~V) w e g e t the estimate (2.8)
canonically transformed.
Proposition 2.10. Let g
λ
(y,η)^Co° with a parameter 0 < λ ^ l satisfy for
any a, β
(2.26) 13?8J
Λ
I 5SC
αfS( I ^  1 2 +λ" 4 8 ) <""'-
0 < δ ^ l and m integer. Assume that, for some h
λ
(y',η')=h(\yf,\η'),g
λ
satifies for some cQ > 0
(2.27) l£j^o(l>7il2+X-4Sr/2 on {\y
λ
\<\}xsupph.
Then we get
(2.28) ||#?Λ(/, #>ll+λ-2δ1IW, ΰ>ll
| ) , if v^S vanishes \y
x
\>\ .
Proof is omitted, (for example, see [5, p. 77]).
Applying this proposition with m=l and δ=(/—1)// to ^ ί + λ " " 2 ^ " 1 ^ ^ , \y'y
\η')h
ζ
(\y\ λ^), we obtain (2.24) if Im ά(0) φ 0. From now on we assume Im <z(0)
= 0 . Let ω(x,ξ') be a / power root of (άh
s
) (xy ξ') such that ω(0) is real (since
Reα(O)Φθby(1.2)).
Then we obtain the factorization
Set ω
λ
(y, v')=ω(yi, \y', \v') and set I2_χ(y, v)= Σ (-λ- 2 δω λ) y-^ί" y (δ=(/
Since /2§λ(y, η) satisfies (2.27) with m=l—\ and δ=(/— 1)//, we get (2.24) if we
show for some C
(2.29) λ- 2 1IM/ ^
if v^S vanishes \y
x
\>8.
For brevity we denote ά(x, ξ')hz'(x\ ξ') by ά(x, ξ') in what follows. Note
that Re a is independent of x
λ
 on account of (1.3) because HPi and Γ were trans-
formed to dXi and fi=0, respectively, by the %. Using the expansion (l+z)uι
= l+zll+0(z)2, we obtain
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(2.30)
 ω
(x, ξ') = (Re a)λlι{\+Im aj Re a)1"
= r(x', ξ')+iq{x, ξ')+O( I x I + IΓI )q{x, ξ')
if we set r=(Reα) 1 / /, q=lm «//(Re άy'-»". Hence (2.29) follows if we show
that for some C
(2.31) λ-21|/*5,λ(/, β /
if z;e<5 vanishes for Ij J > £ ,
where q
λ
(yy η')=q(yi, λ / , \y') and rλ(y', η')=r(\y\ \η'). Indeed, if we take
h
e
''(x\ ξr) such that hz(x\ ξ')=l on supp Aε// and substitute A8//>λ^  into (2.31),
then we get (2.29) with replaced v by h^/t>v since the part corresponding to third
term of the left hand side of (2.30) can be estimated by the second term of the
right hand side of (2.31) when S is small enough. (Note that £"<£).
Let Φ(xf ξ') be the solution to
(2.32) d
x
Φ+r(x\ d
x
,Φ) = 0 , Φ(0, * ' , f') = x'ξ'
Without loss of generality we assume that the Φ exists on {| x
λ
 \ <£} X supp h2(x\
ξ
r). Fut Φ
λ
(yyη')=\-2Φ(\2/ιylyy'y \η'). Then Φ λ of course exists on {\yAKS}
Xsupp h2λ(y\ηf). If we regard yλ as a parameter, in the same way as in (2.10)
and (2.11), we can define the Fourier integral operator and the conjugate Fourier
integral operator with phase function Φ
λ
Cy,?/) a n ^ the symbol f
λ
(y, η) satisfying
(2.6')
by
(2.33) F
Φλ
v(y) = \eW\(y\
 v
')My, *')*(
and
(2.34) F%p{y) = j j ^ ^ - x ^ ^ X ί J ' , y)
when v^S vanishes for \y
λ
\ >£. Here v(yly ηr) denotes the Fourier transform
of v(y) with respect to y\ Set
(2.35) ψ>(y,v) = yiv
ι
+φ>(y,v')
Let X
λ
 denote a canonical transformation with generating function Ψ
λ
, that is,
*V> {y> dyVxiy,v))^(*,Ψ
λ
(y» v), v) N o t e t h a t x* a n d x*~ι are defined for {\y
x
\
<£} Xsupp hZtλ{y'y η) if £ is small enough. Set qλ(yy η')=qλoXλ(y, vf). It is
easy to check that
(2.36) &(y, V) = ί(yi, Ψ
λ
(y, V), d
x
,Φ(\*»yly ψλ(yy v')y \v'))
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where ψ
λ
(y, η')=ψ{Xy'\ λ2//jΊ, \η) and ψ(x'; xl9 ξr) is defined as the inverse of
L e m m a 2.11. Assume that for some £
x
> 0 and some constant C
x
 the estimate
(2.37) λ-2*||A.1.»Cv', Dy,)v\\+\-*\\Uy, D/)htJy', Dy,)v\\
holds ifv^S vanishes for \ y
x
 \ >£
x
. Then (2.3) holds for some £ > 0 and C.
Proof. Fix y
x
 as a parameter and let Φ
λ
(jΊ, y', η) correspodn to S
λ
(yy η) in
Definition 2.4. By the remark after Corollary 2.8, we see that the \~2(I*
λ
qχ—q
λ
I*
λ
)
as an operator on L2{Rnyτι) has a uniform bound with respect to \yλ\ < £ and 0 <
λ ^ l , therefore it has a uniform bound as an operator on L2([—£, SjxΛy"1) by
integrating with respect to y
v
Note that
DyItλv - I*λDyv-(dyΦλ)$λv
if ϋ e <S vanishes for | y
λ
 \ > £ ,
where ^Cv, V)=^(/> rf/φλCy> V)) I n f act this follows from dyΦλ(y,v')=
—X~28r
λ
(y', dy'Φλ{yy η')). The adjoint form of Proposition 2.7 shows that the
second term equals 7f
λ
λ"
2δ/?
λ
 modulo L2"bounded operator. Hence, substitution
I$
λ
v for v of (2.37) gives (2.31) because for httχ(yi9y',η') defined from hs(x',ξ') in
the same way as (2.36), there exists some £' such that h
sλ
= 1 on supp h^(\y\ \η')
X {|y
x
\ <£}, provided that 0 < λ ^ λ 0 for some sufficiently small λo.
In the rest of this section we investigate the properties of g
λ
(yy ηf) derived
from the assumptions. It follows from (2.36) that for any α, β' and some C^
independent of λ
(2.38) i d*ydfcx(y> v ) I ^
on ίl
s
= {\yi\<6,
The second property is that
q
λ
(y, η) does not change sign from+to—for
y
x
 increasing if λ is small enough.
This follows from (1.10). In fact, since it follows from (2.25) that
dXtt(Rc ayoχγη (χ9 0, Π = rf,.t(Re ayoXγ«) (x, 0, ξ')
we obtain the property (2.39) because the modified-null-bicharacteristic curve
is invariant under canonical transformations X and %
λ
. The invariance of
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Poisson brackets for canonical transformations and (2.25) give the following;
(for2Lny(yyV')<=£ls={\yi\<6, \y'\ + W\<SλΓ1}
(2.40) <there exists a 7 e J μ such that pItX(y9 η')*0 if
(λ is small enough.
Here pItλ(yf ηr) is defined in the same way as pt{x, ξ) of (1.11) with pi=ηι and
p2~^~28Qλ(yy v') Indeed, note that (1.12) is invariant under canonical transfor-
mations and in changing pi{ί~\,2) to /,/>,- for non-vanising functions/, (i= 1,2).
By means of (2.25) and the definition of ^, we see that for any (y, ^ ) E Ω S there
exist a 7 e ^ μ and £ 7 >0 such that
where p°Iλ is defined by setting pλ=ηλ and />2=λ"
2δ
^
λ
(<y, ηr). If pI>λ denotes p°Iλ
with replaced η
x
 by i7i+λ"2V
λ
(y', η')> we obtain
-2δ+2*(/)//
for some constant C7 determined by the derivatives of r and q. Consequently,
the invariance of Poisson brackets under X
λ
 gives (2.40).
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, as observed in the preceding section, it
suffices to show (2.37). For the sake of simplicity, we denote λ""28?
λ
Cv> Vf) by
q{xy ξ'). Suppose that λ is small enough. By means of a constant scale
change in the variables, we may assume from (2.38)-(2.40) that q(x, ξr) satisfies
the following conditions: For any a,β and some constant C
aβ
 (independent of
(3.1)
(3.2) q(x, ξ') does not change sign from+to—for x
x
 increasing.
(3.3) For any (x, f ) G Ω there exist some μeQ0 and some co>0 such that
provided that/>1=^1,/>2=?(Λ;> ζ') Then (2.37) is stated as follows; for some C
(3.4) λ-21|A(λx', χD')u\\+\\D
x
h(\x', \D')u\\
^C(\\(DXi+iq(x,D'))u\\ + \\u\\),
if u G S vanishes for | x
x
 \ > 1/2 ,
where h is Co with support in a ball of radius 1/2.
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The proof of (3.4) for q(x, ξ) with (3.1)—(3.3) is the same as in showing
[4,(6.1) and (6.30)] except the difference of "weight". (See [4, (4.1) and (4.3)].)
To prove [4,(6.1) and (6.30)] it was important to obtain inequalities for q in
[4, Section 4]. So we sketch the argument corresponding to [4, Section 4].
Put
(3.5) M(x, Π = max \pfa
Here p is a large parameter, whose role is the same as in [4, Section 4] (see [4,
p. 149]). By (3.1) and (3.3) we have
(3.6) C A - 2 δ V ( / ~ 1 ) / μ ^ ( * > ξ')^C2χ-28lP.
Here and in what follows the constants are independent of λ and p.
The definition of M=M(0) means in particular that
(3.7) \Diiq(0)\<pM'+1,
and where (3.1) is valid we have by (3.6)
(3.8) \ i
since p 7" 2/M [ μ + 1 J"μ<l if λ is small enough, where c is some positive. If we set
then the application of [4, Lemma 7.1] to F(t,yf, η') shows that
(3.9) \D*
ξ
Dt(q(x, ξ')-ξβq{xly 0)/dξ2) \ ^
if \x
λ
M\<\, \(x',ξ'
where q is determined from q by a sympletic orthogonal transformation.
Let ε=\κ with 0<κ<l/μ (which is different from 6 in the preceding
section). Then
(3.10) S2(pM)1/8>l.
As in [4], using this S we consider the following two cases.
Case I. Assume that
(3-11) K ' i ' #
where μ'={l-2) (μ-l)/2(l-l),. In view of (3.1), (3.6) and (3.10) we get for
some c>0
(3.11)' Id^Di^x, ΠI ^O(Xc)6pM^+1, j>μ', (x, Γ ) e Ω .
Then it is easy to check that the argument corresponding to Case I in [4, Section
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4] follows with k and k/2 replaced by [μ—1] and μΛ
Case II. Assume now that (3.11) is not fulfilled. Choose s<μ' so that with
(3.12) ^ ? w ( 0 ) = a
(3.13) d
x
,
ξ
,qω(0)^aMϊ-s for j<μ'
Then (3.1) and the fact that (3.11) is not valid give
(3.14) 8pMs+l<a^C\1-2*.
In view of (3.11)' we have then for every j
(3.13)' \D'
x
${x
u
 0)/8f2| ^CjaMi-* = CjPM^A2, \XlM\<l ,
where A2=a/pM
s+1
. The equality of (3.13)' holds when j=s. From (3.9) we
can therefore obtain an estimate of the form [4, (4.10)] with B2=A3=B3—-" =
(PM)-1/2δ and K=M. However, A2B2=ajMs+\pM)l/2' so [4, Lemma 4.1] is
not applicable if a>Ms+1(pM)1/2δ. In that case we shall replace the orthogonal
sympletic transformation which led from q to q by a non-linear canonical trans-
formation.
Thus assume for the moment that (3.12), (3.13) and
(3.14)' Ms
are fulfilled. Let b=a\2^~ι\ Then the function
Q(x', f') = (?(s)(0, bx', bξ'WXO, 0, 0))/ab
is in a bounded subset of C~(U) (U={\(*', ξ') \ <C~1}) since |(bx\ bξ') \
Hence there exists some canonical transformation X belonging to a bounded set
in C°° for 0 < λ ^ l such that
Qoχ(χ\ n = ξ2
in a neighborhood of 0. If we put
Xb(x', ξ') = 6X(ft->*', b-ψ)
q{x, ξ') = q(Xl, Xb(x', Π ) ,
then we obtain
(3.15) tf'\x, ξ') = aξ2+q^(0, 0)
when x1 = θ, \(x',ξ')\<cb.
By the same way as in [4] we get
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(3.16) I
for any i,j satisfying
j^l-2 and
If we introduce
(3.17) B2 = M5+1la,
noting incidentally that pA2B2=l as required in [4, Lemma 4.1], this means
that we have bounds for the derivatives of q{x
x
\My x2/B2y 0)/ρM at 0.
As stated in [4, p. 156], when we deiive (3.16), we can replace the canonical
transformation Xb(xf, ξf) by another Xb(x'y ξ') which is linear in all variables
except x2y provided that the integral curve of the Hamilton field of q
(s)(0, x\ ξ')
b) new Xb is also the x2 axis x2=aty x 3 = •• = ^M=0. We denote Xb by Xb in
what follows.
By the analogous calculation as in showing [4, (4.23] and (4.23)'] we obtain
when I ^ M K l , \{x',ξ')\<cb
(3.18) \D"
ξ
Dβ
x
q(xy ξ')\ ^CaβaMβW«'+^ if \a'+β'\ ΦO
(3.18)' \D%Dβ
x
q(xy ξ')| ^C^λ" 2 δ 6- | Λ / + β / | for any a\ β9.
In particular (3.18)' is a much better estimate than (3.16) if j^/—I or (/+1+7
(ί+l))(Z—1)1(1—j— l)>At, and it is not only valid at 0. Hence (3.16) leads us
to uniform bounds for q(xJM, X2/B2y 0)1 pM and all of its derivatives when
| ^ | < 1 and | * 2 | < 1 .
Since b>(pM)1/28 we can apply [4, Lemma 7.1] to
F(t} x»y) = (Mp)->q(tlMy x2[B2y ^ ( P M) 1 / 2 δ , ξf(pM)^)
where χ"=(j%39 - *yxn) andy=(x"yξ'). Therefore, by the same way as in getting
[4, (4.25)] we obtain
(3.19) IDξDζfflx, ζf)-ξβq{xly x2y 0)/dξ2)
) - | α > / + β / | / 2 δ
when \XιIM< 1, |{x'\ ξ') \ <{PMf/2\ \x2\<\\B2.
As in [4], we obtain [4, (4.26)] and [4, (4.27)] with replaced the right hand
side by Or^x2/'. Hence it follows from (3.12) that {B2jM)dq(xιjMyO)jdξ2 is
essentially a normallized polinomial in x1 of degree [μ'] and dq(xJMy x2y 0)/9f2 is
almost independent of x2.
From (3.19) and these inequalities we obtain with 5 X = M , A—B^
wheny>2
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(3.20) \DlDξq(x, ξ') | ^C
aβPMA«BP , if |
\ξ2A2\<N,
where N is a fixed but arbitrary constant. If we write AΪ(x, ξ')=M(xlt Xb{x', ξ')),
it follows in view of [4, Lemma 4.1], where we take A
ι
=ίjM and K=M, that
(3.21) M(x,ξ')^CNM if I
\ξ2A2\<N,
when (3.14) is fulfilled but not (3.14)' we get the same conclusion with B2 re-
placed by (ρM)~1/2S and Xb equal to orthogonal sympletic transformation such
The argument corresponding to the rest of [4, Section 4] can be done by the
same way if we let (3.1)-(3.3), (3.16), (3.18), (3.18)', (3.19), (3.20), (3.21), [ > - l ] ,
μ\ Xb and (pM)1/2δ correspond to [4, (4.1)-(4.3), (4.21), (4.23), (4.23)', (4.25),
(4.28), (4.29), k, k/2, X
a
 and V^M] respectively.
Because we have got the result corresponding to [4, Section 4] we can
easily prove (3.4) by the same way as in [4, Section 6], if we take the above cor-
respondence. The detail is left to the reader.
4. Proof of Proposition 1.2
The method of the proof is a version of [2] (, see also [15]). Suppose that
L is hypoelliptic at the origin. Then, as well-known, there exist a positive
integer s, a constant C and some neighborhood U of 0 such that
(4.1) \\u\\^C\\AsLu\\, MGCO([/),
where the symbol of Λ is (\ξ1 \ 1 0 + | ξ' \ 8 +1) . Hence for any large N there exists
a CN such that
(4.1)' |
If we take the canonical change of variables (x, ξ) into
(4.2) (λ2*1( λV, λ- 2 τ - 2 (? 0 1 +λ 2 τ ^), \~2τ-%ξί+λ2T)),
( 0 < λ ^ l , τ = 13),
with a fixed ξ
o
=(ξ
ol, 0, £03) satisfying
?oi5+2?o34 = O and £ 0 3 > 0 ,
then it follows from (4.1)' that
(4.3) | |«| |^CjKλ-Λ ίi |L
x
«IH-λ2 Λ r- J f | | lio(*,λ2 τ2)>||),
where
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t\Wx£
m
i+ Σ X^-^Rjix, \2rD
x
),
j = 0, 1, 2)
= O(XC), C^O) .
Here M and Nj(j=O> 1, 2) are some integers depending on s. Since ξO3>O we
can take α (x) such that
^ i ( 3 ^ ) + ^ 2 ^ o 3 4 = O
|Im «?| ^ c 0 M 4 > co>O.
IT
Put w
λ
(^)=(exp /X"TW(JC)) 2 VAX> λ)λ τ y, where ϋ, will be determined later such
j = O
that they are polinomials of x whose coefficients have the same property as a
aβj.
Then we have
L
λ
u
λ
 - exp i\-rw Σ {L
ι
{D
x
)+A{xy dxw))vj.2+Fj(x))\^ ,
(^2=0).
Here A(xy ξ)= 2 ^i^f* and Fy(x) is a linear combination of the functions|Λ |=1
^o, •• ,^7_3 and their derivatives. By means of Cauchy-Kowalewska theorem,
solve the transport equations
under the condition ^0(0, λ) = l and Vj(0, λ )=0 ( j ^ l ) , successively. Then the
analytic solution obtained, which is defined in a certain neighborhood ω of the
origin, is to be multiplied by a cut off function φeCSΓ(ω) which equals 1 in
another neighborhood of the origin. The multiplication does not affect (4.5)
because (l — φ)vj=O(\x\N). Substituting UX(X)<BS into (4.3) and changing
variables x into λτ/4# give us the contradiction if 2N>M and if λ tends to 0.
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